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Droid X: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	What gives you high-speed Internet access, runs thousands of
	apps, lets you take high-resolution photos and HD videos (and
	play them on a T V as well), gives you immediate access to information
	about all your friends, family, and contacts, handles any email
	you can throw at it, is a wizard at Facebook and other social networking...
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iMovie '11 & iDVD: The Missing Manual (English and English Edition)Pogue Press, 2011

	iMovie is video-editing software. It grabs a copy of the raw footage on your camcorder
	or camera and lets you edit it easily, quickly, and creatively.


	That’s a big deal, because over the years, home movies have developed a bad name.
	You know what it’s like watching other people’s camcorder footage....
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iPhoto '11: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals) (English and English Edition)Pogue Press, 2011

	In case you haven’t heard, the digital camera market is exploding. At this point,
	a staggering 98 percent of cameras sold are digital cameras. It’s taken a few
	decades—the underlying technology used in most digital cameras was invented
	in 1969—but film photography has been reduced to a niche activity.

...
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JavaScript: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2008

	
		Not too long ago, the Web was a pretty boring place. Constructed from plain old
		HTML, Web pages displayed information and not much else. Folks would click a
		link and then wait for a new Web page to load—and that was about as interactive
		as it got.

	
		These days, most Web sites are almost as responsive as the...
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Flash CS5.5: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	
		Flash’s evolution is unique, even for the fast-changing computer software world.
		First released in 1996 under the name FutureSplash, it was a tool for creating
		web-based animations. It’s still the go-to application for that job; however,
		along the way it’s acquired new capabilities. Today, Flash powers...
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PHP & MySQL: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	You’ve built a web page in HTML. You’ve even styled it with Cascading Style
	Sheets (CSS) and written a little JavaScript to validate your custom-built web
	forms. But that wasn’t enough, so you learned a lot more JavaScript, threw in
	some jQuery, and constructed a whole lot of web pages. You’ve even moved your...
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Photoshop CS6: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2012

	
		Photoshop CS6 is truly amazing, but it can also be overwhelming if you’re just getting started. This book makes learning Photoshop a breeze by explaining things in a friendly, conversational style—without technical jargon. After a thorough introduction to the program, you’ll delve deep into Photoshop’s secrets...
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Lion EditionPogue Press, 2012

	
	
		What’s going on with the Mac these days?
	


	
		Apple was the only computer company whose sales actually increased during the
	
		recession. The Mac’s market share has quadrupled since 2005—it’s now around 20
	
		percent of computer sales in the U.S. And then there’s the most...
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Photoshop Elements 10: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	
	
		It’s a visual world these days. Want your Facebook friends to see what you’re having
	
		for lunch? Post a picture. Need an extra whatchamacallit from the hardware
	
		store? Just show them a photo. It’s just so much easier than trying to describe
	
		such things with words. Everybody has a digital camera now....
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Adobe Edge Preview 5: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2012

	
	
		It may be hard to imagine, but once upon a time, pages on the World Wide Web
	
		didn’t have pictures, let alone animations, videos, and interactive graphics. All these
	
		elements were added through trial, error, debate, and debunk. Changes came when
	
		brave souls (like you) forged ahead and made things work with the...
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Kindle Fire: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2012

	
		Tucked alongside the Fire and its power cord is a playing card–sized “getting to know your Kindle” guide. It’s enough to usher you onto the home screen, where you’ll find a bare-bones User’s Guide—the kind that covers a headline–only list of features, without telling you much about...
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iPhone: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	
	
		How do you make the point that the iPhone has changed the
	
		world? The easy answer is “use statistics”—100 million sold,
	
		500,000 downloadable programs on the iPhone A pp Store, 15
	
		billion downloads…. Trouble is, those statistics get stale almost before
	
		you’ve finished typing them....
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